The effects of individual SNP and the variation explained by sets of SNP associated with DMI, metabolic midtest BW, BW gain, and feed efficiency, expressed as phenotypic and genetic residual feed intake, were estimated from BW and the individual feed intake of 1,159 steers on dry lot offered a 3.0 Mcal/kg ration for at least 119 d before slaughter. Parents of these F 1 × F 1 F 1 2 ( ) steers were AI-sired F 1 progeny of Angus, Charolais, Gelbvieh, Hereford, Limousin, Red Angus, and Simmental bulls mated to US Meat Animal Research Center Angus, Hereford, and MARC III composite females. Steers were genotyped with the BovineSNP50 BeadChip assay (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA). Effects of 44,163 SNP having minor allele frequencies >0.05 in the F 1 2 generation were estimated with a mixed model that included genotype, breed composition, heterosis, age of dam, and slaughter date contemporary groups as fixed effects, and a random additive genetic effect with recorded pedigree relationships among animals. Variance in this population attributable to sets of SNP was estimated with models that partitioned the additive genetic effect into a polygenic component attributable to pedigree relationships and a genotypic component attributable to genotypic relationships. The sets of SNP evaluated were the full set of 44,163 SNP and subsets containing 6 to 40,000 SNP selected according to association with phenotype. Ninety SNP were strongly associated (P < 0.0001) with at least 1 efficiency or component trait; these 90 accounted for 28 to 46% of the total additive genetic variance of each trait. Trait-specific sets containing 96 SNP having the strongest associations with each trait explained 50 to 87% of additive variance for that trait. Expected accuracy of steer breeding values predicted with pedigree and genotypic relationships exceeded the accuracy of their sires predicted without genotypic information, although gains in accuracy were not sufficient to encourage that performance testing be replaced by genotyping and genomic evaluations.
INTRODUCTION
The majority of beef production costs can be attributed to feed costs, and efficiency of feed utilization has long been recognized as an economically important selection criterion for beef cattle (Koch et al., 1963; Dickerson et al., 1974) . Feed efficiency may become increasingly important because of environmental concerns and competition from alternative uses of traditional livestock feedstuffs, particularly corn and soybean biofuels. Individual feed intake measurements needed for direct selection on efficiency are costly enough to preclude widespread on-farm field data collection, although the expense of labor and recording equipment may be justified for central bull test and research facilities. Genetic differences among tested individuals and known relatives can be predicted with BLUP, although accuracy of EBV will be limited by available data. Some accuracies of parents will increase as progeny records accumulate, but young animals completing the postweaning intake test will have, at best, low-accuracy nonparent EBV, which are a function of the EBV of their parents and their own performance relative to contemporaries. Accuracy of the EBV may be increased by multipletrait evaluation, including traits correlated with intake and efficiency. Further increases in accuracy may be achieved if DNA markers associated with intake and efficiency can be identified and if information from genotypes is included in genetic evaluations.
The BovineSNP50 BeadChip (50K) assay (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA) allows high-throughput genotyping of more than 54,000 SNP throughout the bovine genome (Matukumalli et al., 2009) . Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) using the 50K have identified SNP associated with economically important traits in beef and dairy cattle (Cole et al., 2009; Snelling et al., 2010; Bolormaa et al., 2011) . The 50K has also enabled more accurate within-breed genomic EBV (gEBV) for young dairy bulls based on EBV of well-evaluated sires (Van Raden et al., 2009; Su et al., 2010) . Accuracy gains increase with size of the predictor populations (Van Raden et al., 2009; Wiggans et al., 2010) , but predictions based on 1 breed may not be applicable to another (Hayes et al., 2009) . Application of similar approaches to beef cattle is complicated by the numerous breeds and crosses used by the beef industry and a lack of sires with hundreds to thousands of measured progeny, especially for traits such as feed intake and efficiency, which are expensive to measure on an individual basis. The objectives of this study were to examine the 50K SNP for association with postweaning BW gain, feed intake, and feed efficiency, and to assess the impact of including SNP genotypes to inform predictions of genetic merit.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The US Meat Animal Research Center (USMARC) Animal Care and Use Committee approved the procedures used in this experiment.
Postweaning feed intake and BW gain were measured on F 1 × F 1 F 1 2 ( ) steers from Cycle VII of the USMARC Germplasm Evaluation (GPE) Project (Snelling et. al., 2010) . In Cycle VII, Angus (AN), Hereford (HH), Simmental, Gelbvieh, Limousin, Red Angus, and Charolais sires were mated to AN, HH and MARC III composite (1/4 AN, 1/4 HH, 1/4 Pinzgauer, 1/4 Red Poll) females to produce progeny designated, but not strictly, as F 1 . The F 1 bulls were mated to F 1 cows in multisire breeding pastures to produce F 1 2 progeny born in March to May of 2003 to 2007. Male F 1 2 calves were castrated within 24 h after birth. After weaning, at an average age of 165 ± 15 d, the steers were placed in a large penfeeding facility for approximately 60 d, where they were stepped through rations of increasingly greater energy content, from 2.55 to 2.73 Mcal of ME/kg. In December of each year, the steers were implanted with Synovex S (Fort Dodge Animal Health, Fort Dodge, IA) and randomly assigned to pens of 4 or 8 steers equipped with a Calan-Broadbent Feeding System (American Calan Inc., Northwood, NH) to measure individual intake. After adaptation to the feeding system and additional ration steps, intake of a 3.04 Mcal of ME/kg diet was measured for 140 ± 17 d of finishing before slaughter. The diet was consistent across years and contained approximately 83% corn, 11% alfalfa, and 6% soybean meal on a DM basis (Table 1) . Steers were serially slaughtered at a commercial abattoir in 4 groups per year, with approximately 1 mo between the first and last groups. Body weights were recorded on 2 consecutive days at the beginning and end of the feeding period, with interim BW taken at 28-d intervals. Feed was weighed daily into individual feeders, and feed refusals were measured weekly.
Body weight and cumulative DMI were adjusted to the mean 140-d test period using a quadratic regression on days fed fitted for each animal (K. M. Rolfe, W. M. Snelling, M. K. Nielsen, H. C. Freetly, C. L. Ferrell, and T. G. Jenkins, unpublished data). Adjusted 140-d BW gain (GN) was computed as the difference between predicted d 0 and 140 BW. Expected DMI was computed from regression of adjusted 140-d DMI on GN and midtest (d 70) BW 0.75 (MWT), and 1 measure of efficiency, phenotypic residual feed intake (RFIp), was the difference between adjusted and expected DMI. The RFIp measure of efficiency is not genetically independent of production traits unless heritabilities of intake and production are equal, and genetic and environmental correlations between intake and production are equal. Therefore, a second efficiency trait, genetic residual feed intake (RFIg), was calculated as a restricted index with zero genetic change in GN and MWT (Kennedy et al., 1993) , using parameters for GN, DMI, and MWT (Table 2; K. M. Rolfe, W. M. Snelling, M. K. Nielsen, H. C. Freetly, C. L. Ferrell, and T. G. Jenkins, unpublished data) to obtain a measure of efficiency genetically independent of production.
BovineSNP50 genotypes of the steers were used in GWAS to determine associations between each of the 50K SNP and GN, DMI, MWT, RFIp, and RFIg phe- , and cov(u,e) = 0; y is a vector of observations, β is a vector of fixed effects related to observations by incidence matrix X, u a is a vector of random additive genetic effects related to observations by incidence matrix Z a , and e is a vector of random residual effects; A is the numerator relationship matrix between animals, I is an identity matrix, σ a 2 represents additive genetic variance, and σ e 2 represents residual variance. Fixed effects accounted for breed composition as a proportion of each breed represented in Cycle VII, heterosis, age of dam, and slaughter date contemporary groups. Minor allele substitution effects and SE were estimated by including genotypes of the steers (0, 1, or 2 copies of the minor allele) as fixed covariates in analyses repeated for each of the 50K SNP having minor allele frequencies (MAF) >0.05 in F 1 2 calves. Missing genotypes were approximated (Gengler et al., 2007) with mixed model equations that included breed composition to account for allele frequency differences between the contributing breeds. All available genotypes, including those of F 1 sires, grandsires, and contemporary F 1 2 females were used to approximate missing genotypes. Additive genetic and residual variances were held constant for GWAS analyses, assuming REML estimates obtained with a model that did not include SNP effects. Data considered by GWAS analyses represented 1,159 genotyped and phenotyped F 1 2 steers, sired by 65 F 1 bulls (1 to 85 steer progeny per bull; mean ± SD of 17 ± 18 steers per bull). The GWAS analyses followed procedures described previously (Snelling et al., 2010) . Briefly, MTDFREML software (Boldman et al., 1995) controlled by a Perl script was used to estimate the minor allele substitution effect and SE for each SNP. Significance of associations was assessed by 2-tailed t-test, and false discovery rates (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995; Weller et al., 1998) were determined.
The SNP were ranked by significance of association with each trait, and genotypic variance attributable to sets of SNP was estimated. The SNP sets considered included trait-specific sets of strongly associated (P < 0.0001) SNP, the 96 × 2 n (n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) SNP with the strongest GWAS associations, and the 40,000 SNP with the weakest associations. Each trait-specific set was evaluated only on the associated trait. Sets evaluated on all traits were the full set of 44,163 SNP with MAF >0.05 and the SNP strongly associated (P < 0.0001) with any trait. Positions of SNP on the bovine genome were determined using the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST; Camacho et al., 2009) of the sequence flanking each SNP against the annotated University of Maryland version 3.1 (UMD3.1) bovine genome assembly (http://www.cbcb.umd.edu/ research/bos_taurus_assembly.shtml; accessed February 22, 2010) . Two basic approaches to estimate genotypic variance were considered: the BayesC algorithm implemented in GenSel software (Fernando and Garrick, 2009; Kizilkaya et al., 2010 ) and a partial-genome model, which partitioned additive genetic variance into polygenic and genotypic components. The partial-genome model added a term for random genotypic effects, so y = Xβ + Z a u a + Z s u s + e, with var , u s s ( ) = M* σ 2 where M* represents a scaled matrix of identity-by-state relationships between individuals (Van Raden, 2008) using SNP in selected sets, u s is a vector of random genotypic effects associated with the SNP set related to observations by Z s , and σ s 2 is the additive variance attributable to those SNP. Other model terms are as described previously, except that individual SNP effects were not included as fixed effects in X.
Genotypic relationship matrices for each SNP set were computed as M = SS′/[2Σp i (1 − p i )] (Van Raden, 2008) , where p i was the MAF of the ith SNP in the F 1 2 generation, and the matrix S contains differences between individual genotypes (0, 1, or 2 copies of the minor allele) and the mean genotype (2p i ). Division by 2Σp i (1 − p i ) scales the matrix to be analogous with the numerator relationship matrix. Diagonal elements of M reflect homozygosity of individuals, and off-diagonal elements correspond to alleles shared by 2 individuals. To avoid singularity of M, a scaled matrix M* was computed as M* = 0.99M + 0.01A, and the inverse of M* was included in the mixed model equations. Individuals represented in A and M included F 1 2 steers measured ; DMI = 140-d adjusted DMI; RFIp = phenotypic residual feed intake (Kennedy et al., 1993) ; RFIg = genetic residual feed intake (Kennedy et al., 1993) .
for intake and BW gain, along with genotyped parents and grandparents. Estimated variances and approximate SE were obtained using REML algorithms implemented in WOMBAT software (Meyer, 2007) . The random genotypic effect (u s ) was specified as being distributed according to an arbitrary correlation matrix (GIN option), with M* −1 contained in the correspond- , and c pg are diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the inverse coefficient matrix corresponding to the individual; and A ii and G ii are diagonal elements of the numerator and genotypic relationship matrices (Van Vleck, 1988) . Tools from the Animal Breeders Toolkit (Golden et al., 1992) were used to construct M* −1 matrices input to WOMBAT (Meyer, 2007) , and to extract elements of inverse coefficient matrices needed to compute accuracy values. GenSel BayesC analysis (Fernando and Garrick, 2009; Kizilkaya et al., 2010) corresponding to each partial-genome analysis used the same phenotypes, genotypes, and fixed effects model. A range of values between 0.05 and 0.95 for the prior probability of excluding SNP from the model was examined with SNP sets of varying size. A value of 0.95 was assumed for final analyses after observing the insensitivity of posterior variances and SNP effect estimates to the prior value. Posterior mean residual and genetic variances were obtained after 110,000 iterations, including 10,000 burn-in cycles. Estimated BayesC h g 2 was posterior mean genetic variance divided by the sum of posterior residual and genetic variances. Rank correlations between EBV predicted without genotypes and pgEBV, and between pgEBV and BayesC gEBV by using identical genotypic information were computed to assess the influence of genotypic information and analytical approach on the rank of individuals.
RESULTS
Analyses of individual SNP genotypes and phenotypes resulted in more SNP meeting given significance thresholds than expected by chance (Table 3) , but MWT at P < 0.0001 was the only trait × threshold combination for which there was a large excess of significant SNP. False discovery rates for other traits at P < 0.0001 and for all traits using less stringent thresholds exceeded 0.2, with many more than 0.5. Seventy-seven annotated genes (Zimin et al., 2009) were within 50 kbp of one of the 90 SNP strongly associated with at least 1 trait (Supplemental Table 1 ; http://jas.fass.org/ content/vol89/issue6/). The strongly associated SNP were located on 20 different BTA, predominantly BTA 6 (39 SNP near 22 genes) and BTA 13 (14 SNP near 11 genes). Six and 7 strongly associated SNP were on BTA 14 and BTA 20; 5 chromosomes contained 2 or 3 strongly associated SNP, and 11 chromosomes contained a single SNP. Eleven SNP were strongly associated with 2 traits: 4 with both DMI and MWT, 3 with GN and MWT, 3 with RFIp and RFIg, and a single SNP strongly associated with both GN and DMI.
The collection of 90 SNP strongly associated with any trait may also account for slightly more variation Table 3 . Numbers of significant SNP, genes near significant SNP, and false discovery rates of SNP associated with feedlot intake and efficiency traits of crossbred steers ; DMI = 140-d adjusted DMI; RFIp = phenotypic residual feed intake (Kennedy et al., 1993) ; RFIg = genetic residual feed intake (Kennedy et al., 1993) . in a given trait than the set of SNP strongly associated with only that trait. Trait-specific sets containing a larger number of SNP, selected for association with each phenotype, appeared to account for more genetic variation (Table 4) . The estimated h g 2 for trait-specific sets containing 6 to 57 SNP significant at P < 0.001 was 20 to 31% of h t 2 , whereas h g 2 for sets including the most significant 96 SNP was 50 to 87% of h t 2 . Total heritability with the sets containing 192 or fewer SNP was similar to heritability estimated without genotypic relationships. Estimates of polygenic variance were negligible when the genotypic relationships included the most significant 768 and 1,536 SNP for each trait, and h g 2 estimates exceeded h 2 estimated without SNP.
Using genotypic relationships with the 40,000 least significant SNP for each trait, selected for lack of association, gave h p 2 that matched h 2 without genotypic relationships and near-zero estimates of h g 2 . Estimated h t 2 from the full set of 44,163 SNP with MAF >0.05 was similar to h 2 without genotypic relationships; all additive genetic variance was attributed to the genotypic term for traits GN, MWT, and DMI but was split between genotypic and polygenic components for the efficiency traits RFIp and RFIg. Genotypic heritability estimates obtained with BayesC were consistent with h g 2 estimated using genotypic relationships.
Expected accuracy was increased by including SNP associated with phenotypes. Expected accuracies of steers with trait-specific sets of 96 to 1,536 SNP were consistently greater than accuracies of sires having >10 progeny, predicted without genotypes. Accuracies with the collection of 90 significant SNP for 1 or more traits were between accuracies without genotypes and accuracies using the trait-specific SNP sets (Table 4) . Accuracies using any of the trait-specific SNP sets of 96 or more SNP were similar. Accuracies using 40,000 SNP lacking association matched accuracies without genotypes, and accuracies using the full set of SNP were intermediate to accuracies without SNP and accuracies using SNP selected for association with phenotypes.
Overlap among trait-specific sets containing the 96 most significant SNP for each trait ranged from 3%, shared by MWT and RFIg, to almost 50%, shared by RFIp and RFIg (Table 5 ). Ten to 20% were common among the top 96 SNP for GN, MWT, and DMI. Phenotypic residual feed intake shared a few more SNP with the GN and MWT sets than did RFIg; overlap between RFIg and DMI was greater than overlap between RFIp and DMI. Estimated effects of SNP shared by pairs of traits were in the same direction for all pairs except component traits with RFIp. All 5 SNP common to GN and RFIp had opposite effects on the 2 traits, as did 7 of the 10 SNP common to MWT and RFIp and 1 of the 19 shared by DMI and RFIp. Correlations between SNP effect estimates for the full set of SNP (Table 6 ) had a similar magnitude and direction as estimated genetic correlations between the traits (Table 2) .
Rank correlations between EBV predicted without genotypes and pgEBV ranged from 0.74 to 0.97 for sires with >10 progeny, and from 0.73 to 0.96 for steers (Table 7) . The most substantial reranking between EBV and pgEBV was for GN using the 96 most significant SNP, for which 50% of bulls and 63% of steers in the top EBV quartile were in the top pgEBV quartile. Across all traits, sire and steer pgEBV rankings using the 96 trait-specific SNP showed the least agreement with EBV rankings. Both smaller sets, in which genotypes represented a smaller portion of additive genetic variation, and larger sets, in which all additive variation was attributed to SNP genotypes, showed better agreement with EBV predicted without genotypes. No reranking occurred when using the 40,000 SNP sets selected for lack of association with phenotype because the genotypic contribution to evaluations was nil. With the full set of SNP, rank correlations between EBV and pgEBV ranged from 0.93 to 0.99 for sires, and from 0.95 to 0.99 for steers; 90% of the top sire EBV quartile remained in the top pgEBV quartile, as did 84 to 95% of steers in the top EBV quartile. When all SNP or sets of SNP associated with phenotype were used, agreement was high between pgEBV and gEBV predicted by BayesC. Rank correlations for both sire and steer predictions were generally >0.9 when using the traitspecific sets of associated SNP, and were >0.99 when using all SNP. Agreement for RFIp when using 96 and 192 SNP was somewhat less than for other traits, with rank correlations of 0.82 to 0.89 for RFIp compared with 0.91 to 0.96 for other traits.
Rank correlations between steer EBV for different traits (Table 8) were close to phenotypic correlations between the traits. By definition, expected genetic correlations of GN and MWT with RFIg are zero, but rank correlations of single-trait steer GN and MWT EBV with RFIg EBV were positive, similar to the corresponding phenotypic correlations. Rank correlations of steer GN and MWT EBV with RFIp were negative and were closer to zero than the correlations with RFIg. Rank correlations among sire EBV were similar to those among steer EBV, except for those involving MWT and the efficiency traits, for which the correlation between MWT and residual feed intake was more strongly negative than the correlation between MWT and RFIg. Overlap between the low RFIp and RFIg EBV quartiles and high GN EBV quartile was 16 to 30% for steers and was 30 to 50% for sires. Patterns of rank correlations and the overlap of quartiles for different traits were similar using 96-SNP pgEBV (Table 8) , although correlations were somewhat weaker with less overlap among sire quartiles.
DISCUSSION
The GWAS analyses of 44,163 SNP revealed variants located throughout the genome associated with efficien- h p 2 = polygenic heritability attributable to pedigree relationships; h g 2 = genotypic heritability attributable to genotypic relationships (REML) or simultaneously estimated SNP effects (BayesC); logL = 3D log 10 likelihood. Standard errors of REML estimates were approximated from the inverse of the average information matrix at convergence (Meyer, 2007) . ; DMI = 140-d adjusted DMI; RFIp = phenotypic residual feed intake (Kennedy et al., 1993) ; RFIg = genetic residual feed intake (Kennedy et al., 1993). 3 None indicates polygenic analysis without genotypes. The top sets contain the SNP with the number of strongest associations with that trait; the bottom sets contain the 40,000 SNP with the weakest associations with that trait. Each P < 0.0001 set contains SNP meeting P < 0.0001 for that trait, and the 90S set contains the 90 SNP that met P < 0.0001 for any trait. All includes 44,163 SNP having minor allele frequency >0.05. 4 Expected accuracy computed as a function of diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the inverse coefficient matrix and of estimated genetic and genotypic variances.
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REML estimates without a polygenic component. cy of steers in the feedlot finishing phase before slaughter. As with previous examinations of associations between SNP genotypes and residual feed intake or other measures of efficiency (Sherman et al., 2010; Bolormaa et al., 2011) , false discovery rates of SNP meeting nominal P-value significance criteria were discouragingly high, suggesting that one-half or more associated SNP, regardless of threshold, may be false positives. The literature, however, provides some support for QTL near the SNP that met the P < 0.0001 threshold. The SNP strongly associated (P < 0.0001) with one or both efficiency indexes, RFIp and RFIg, located on BTA 1, 5, 17, and 19 were coincident with residual feed intake QTL described previously (Nkrumah et al., 2007; Sherman et al., 2009) . Most SNP associated with growth, BW, and intake components of efficiency were located under QTL for related traits. Several fell in a region of BTA 6 covered by QTL for BW and BW gain identified from unrelated cattle (Kneeland et al., 2004; Nkrumah et al., 2007; McClure et al., 2010) . The homologous region on human chromosome 4 contains genes associated with human height (Gudbjartsson et al., 2008; Weedon et al., 2008; Soranzo et al., 2009; Okada et al., 2010) . The 38.4 to 42.3 Mbp segment of BTA 13, containing SNP strongly associated with DMI, is near QTL for feed conversion ratio, residual feed intake, and DMI in cattle (Márquez et al., 2009; Sherman et al., 2009 ). Positions of the remaining SNP strongly associated with GN, MWT, or DMI coincide with locations of QTL for BW-or intake-related traits (Kneeland et al., 2004; Nkrumah et al., 2007; McClure et al., 2010) , except for the DMI-associated SNP on BTA 15, which are midway between the QTL affecting intake described previously (Nkrumah et al., 2007) . The SNP associated with efficiency on BTA 12 and 24 are separated from residual feed intake QTL on those chromosomes, and there is no literature support for residual feed intake QTL corresponding to the RFIg-associated SNP on BTA 15. Further support for associations might be provided by coupling statistical GWAS evidence with knowledge of molecular pathways O'Dushlaine et al., 2009) , functional predictions (Xu and Taylor, 2009) , comparative effects on similar traits in human and model species, and meta-analysis combining these results with GWAS of independent growth and intake data. Supplemental Table 2 (http://jas.fass.org/content/vol89/issue6/) provides results of all 44,163 SNP for further examination and use in meta-analysis, and Supplemental Table 3 (http://jas.fass.org/content/ vol89/issue6/) provides minor (reference) allele information needed to translate between allele calling formats. The additional evidence may be especially critical to separate statistically indistinguishable SNP in strong linkage disequilibrium (LD), which may occur in future studies with genotyping assays of greater density .
Sets of SNP selected by GWAS association appear to account for meaningful phenotypic variation, enabling accuracy to be increased by including genotypes in the evaluation of intake and efficiency traits. Expected accuracies of evaluations incorporating genotypes of SNP strongly associated (P < 0.0001) with each trait increased nonparent accuracies by the equivalent of 2 progeny observed for either efficiency trait (RFIp and RFIg), and by 4 progeny observed for component traits GN, MWT, and DMI. Expected accuracy was increased by the equivalent of 5 to 20 progeny with genotypes for trait-specific sets of 96 or more SNP. Test BW gain, the trait with the smallest estimated heritability, appears to benefit most from incorporation of genotypic information, with an increased accuracy equivalent to approximately 20 tested progeny. This result is consistent with the results of Van Raden et al. (2009) , who Table 5 . Number of markers shared by sets of 96 SNP having the strongest associations with each feedlot intake and efficiency trait ; DMI = 140-d adjusted DMI; RFIp = phenotypic residual feed intake (Kennedy et al., 1993) ; RFIg = genetic residual feed intake (Kennedy et al., 1993) .
2 Number of SNP shared by trait-specific sets above the diagonal; number with estimated effects in opposite directions below the diagonal. ; DMI = 140-d adjusted DMI; RFIp = phenotypic residual feed intake (Kennedy et al., 1993) ; RFIg = genetic residual feed intake (Kennedy et al., 1993) .
3 Correlations between estimated effects of 44,163 SNP with minor allele frequency >0.05. ; DMI = 140-d adjusted DMI; RFIp = phenotypic residual feed intake (Kennedy et al., 1993) ; RFIg = genetic residual feed intake (Kennedy et al., 1993) . ; DMI = 140-d adjusted DMI; RFIp = phenotypic residual feed intake (Kennedy et al., 1993) ; RFIg = genetic residual feed intake (Kennedy et al., 1993) . Trait-specific sets: 96, 192, 384, 768 , and 1,536 SNP having the strongest associations with each trait; 40,000 SNP having the weakest associations with each trait. also reported the greatest daughter equivalent benefit for the least heritable trait.
These increases in accuracy encourage augmenting measures of feedlot intake and BW gain with genotypes to inform selection of young, performance-tested candidates. The increases do not appear sufficient to encourage that genotyping and genomic predictions replace performance testing. Similar conclusions were reached in examinations of carcass traits, ultrasound measurements, and molecular breeding values (MBV) in AN cattle (MacNeil et al., 2010a,b) . Including a 40-marker MBV as a correlated trait to predict marbling EBV was estimated to increase the response to selection by 20%, substituting for no more than 2 tested progeny (MacNeil et al., 2010a) . A second-generation MBV based on a subset of the 50K SNP achieved greater genetic correlations between MBV and carcass phenotypes, but the MBV left enough variation unexplained that ongoing genotyping and phenotyping is still encouraged for high-accuracy EBV and refinement of the MBV (MacNeil et al., 2010b) . Even the Holstein gEBV, for which genotypes appear to provide the equivalent of 12 daughters for net merit evaluation of young bulls (Van Raden et al., 2009) , may be sufficient to eliminate a large proportion of young candidates from progeny testing but do not replace proofs supported by hundreds to thousands of daughters.
Further increases in accuracy of selection on intake and efficiency evaluations may result from using markers in stronger LD with causal variants and from increasing the accuracy of estimated marker effects (Goddard, 2009 ). Increased marker density within targeted regions or with denser whole-genome assays may provide markers in stronger LD with underlying variants. The accuracy of estimated marker effects is largely dependent on sample size. Further measurement and genotyping of GPE animals should enable more accurate evaluation of individuals in that population. Increased accuracy within GPE may not increase the accuracy of GPE-based genomic predictions of unrelated animals, however, if LD of the outside animals is not consistent with LD within GPE. Linkage disequilibrium patterns are not consistent across cattle breeds (de Roos et al., 2008; Bovine HapMap Consortium, 2009) , and may differ between selected lines of the same breed (Banos and Coffey, 2010) . Denser markers, which would ultimately include markers that are causal variants, may overcome the lack of consistent LD, but large, broad samples of genotyped and phenotyped cattle will still be needed for accurate estimates of the marker effects.
The cost to genotype large numbers of cattle with high-density whole-genome arrays to support accurate effect estimation will be substantial. Reduced panels with high-density markers saturating targeted regions may be more cost effective, provided that important regions affecting the phenotype are represented. Following Bolormaa et al. (2011) , who reported little commonality among specific SNP having significant associations with feedlot traits in 2 different Bos taurus data sets, but found 1-Mbp segments containing significant SNP in common, panels that include neighbors of associated SNP may be more informative than panels limited to the SNP associated in the F 1 2 steers. Marker sets containing highly significant SNP and neighbors may allow for different nearby SNP being in LD with underlying variants, so may capture some variation in a broader sample of cattle. A focused panel containing perhaps 3,000 SNP, including the 90 strongly associated SNP from the 50K plus neighbors and SNP near implicated genes, and about 10 denser SNP for every SNP from the 50K, may allow finer mapping of some regions affecting intake and efficiency at a low cost, relative to the cost of greater density whole-genome assays. Selection on partial-genome evaluations using such a panel will place pressure on loci marked by the panel as well as undetected loci explained by the polygenic term (Goddard, 2009) . Simultaneously partitioning genotypic and polygenic effects is a straightforward approach to incorporating genotypes with available pedigree and performance records, allowing more accurate genetic predictions. Similar results might be obtained in a multistep process using Bayesian or other methods to predict genotypic effects, then applying a traditional animal model to the residual of phenotype less genotypic predictions, or fitting the genotypic predictions as an indicator trait in multivariate analysis (Kachman, 2008; MacNeil et al., 2010a,b) . For data representing a substantial history of pedigree and performance recording with genotypes available for a portion of recent animals, 1-step evaluation with complete pedigree relationships augmented by genotypic relationships (Misztal et al., 2009; Aguilar et al., 2010) will allow historical records to inform evaluations of the genotyped individuals.
High-rank correlations (≥0.95) between nonparent EBV, predicted without genotypes, and gEBV, predicted with all SNP, indicate that similar animals would be selected by using predictions from either evaluation; changes in allele frequency from selection on traditional BLUP EBV or whole-genome gEBV would be similar. More reranking occurred with partial-genome evaluation using trait-specific SNP sets, but reranking was not severe; many of the same animals would be selected by truncation when using either traditional or partialgenome evaluations. Partial-genome analysis with sets of less than 200 SNP most strongly associated with a trait split heritability between polygenic and genomic components, with total heritability similar to heritability estimated without genotypes. Larger sets containing up to 1,536 SNP included appeared to inflate heritability estimates, suggesting the introduction of spurious variance resulting from fitting SNP with false positive associations, but pgEBV predicted by the larger sets were more similar to BLUP EBV than pgEBV from the most significant 96 SNP for each trait.
The weak negative genetic correlation estimated between RFIp and GN indicates that a slight increase in GN can be expected as a correlated response to selec-tion for low RFIp, whereas the near-zero genetic correlation between RFIg and GN suggests that GN should not change in response to selection for RFIg. Moderate, positive rank correlations between univariate evaluations for RFIg and GN indicate that animals with more efficient, low RFIg predictions tend to have smaller GN predictions, whereas independence of RFIp and GN is indicated by near-zero rank correlations between predictions. Comparing RFIg and RFIp indexes, the lighter weighting on GN in RFIg implies greater relative emphasis on DMI. The strong relationship between intake and BW gain indirectly results in the positive correlation between univariate RFIg and GN predictions and positive correlations between estimated SNP effects on RFIg and GN. As a single indicator of biological efficiency, in these data RFIp appears to better balance desirable increases in BW gain with decreased intake than does RFIg, although neither residual feed intake adds information to that obtained from the component traits (Kennedy et al., 1993) . Analogous economic selection criteria, considering feed and cattle prices, may be developed to include either actual or residual intake along with BW and BW gain. Further analysis, perhaps with multivariate GWAS to simultaneously estimate SNP effects on multiple traits, and extending the partial-genome approach to multitrait models may provide greater understanding of genotypic relationships between intake, production, and efficiency traits.
Markers associated with feedlot intake and efficiency in a sample of crossbred steers were identified. The SNP associated with efficiency, defined as feed intake adjusted for either phenotypic or genetic correlations with BW and BW gain, were somewhat different. Several SNP alleles favorably associated with decreased phenotypic residual feed intake tended to also be associated with a favorable increase in BW gain and decreased intake, whereas those associated with decreased RFIg tended to be associated with decreased BW gain. The number of associated SNP detected exceeded the number expected by chance, but many are likely to be false positives. The associated SNP were adequate to describe additive genetic variation within the sampled steers, but these specific SNP may not describe variation in unrelated cattle because of differences in LD patterns and other factors. Additional data from this and other populations, coupled with information providing a biological context for the SNP, may contribute to more definitive identification of genomic regions and specific variants affecting feed intake and efficiency.
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